
Supermarket Sarah



Supermarketsarah.com is a web store which sells a range of vintage 
and new designer pieces. The items are displayed on real walls 
and users simply click and buy. The “walls” started in Sarah’s 
living room but have now spread to galleries, shop fronts, bars, 
receptions. Most recently Sarah has opened a store in the shape 
of a ten meter long wall on the ground floor of Selfridges London. 
The walls have taken on collaborative formats and so far Sarah 
has worked with brilliant designers including Fred Butler, 
Patternity, Donna Wilson, Tatty Devine, Tom Dixon and many 
more, forming a super network of fresh talent. 
Supermarket Sarah has become the place to go for inspirational 
delights and is regularly featured in media across the board, from 
Style Bubble to the BBC News.

Concept



“Red Wall”



“Fred Butler Wall”



“Work It Wall”



“Patternity Wall”



“Gabby Young Wall”



“Donna Wilson Wall”



“Bethan Wood Wall”



Selfridges 2011 –

In-store



Selfridges 2010



Selfridges 2010



Tatty Devine Store



With its network of creative talent, Supermarket 
Sarah hosts pop up events with digital at its core. 
The events so far have involved top designers guest 
curating “live” walls, where people can  shop both 
in reality and online in a unique web 3.0 retail 
experience. There is even a virtual guest list for our 
overseas friends!

Shopping Parties







Supermarket Sarah launched at the right time. 
Striking a chord with a blogosphere thirsting 
for invention, it went viral due to its unique 
design and personal approach. 
The mainstream press were quick to follow and 
Sarah is now regularily featured across the board.
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Editorial



Working with Brands



Working with Schools



Visual Merchandising 
SUPERmarket style



Working with 
Department stores:
!e Retail Spectacle



Working with Interiors:



   

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

   

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

WonderWalls

A guide to

displaying 

your stuff!
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Shapes and Forms of Beauty
Åsa Stenerhag is a designer for the leading Scandinavian fashion brand Filippa K, which
is synonymous for its simplicity and quality. Her home is calm, simple, and creative.
She has made it a place where she can relax and feel at one with herself—her very
own temple. You sense her curiosity and openness to the world emanating from this
space, which makes it feel poetic, yet also ordered and balanced. Åsa is clearly
searching for beauty, but the harmony and flow of her thoughts means that there is 
a slow ease to the manner in which she does so. Nothing is forced and unnatural. She
experiments with shapes and forms in small, touching ways and with a tenderness
toward her materials.There are not too many things in her home but “just enough”—
lagom in Swedish, one of my favorite Swedish words.  

EÅsa loves using

Japanese papers and

is fascinated by

the way thin papers

are affected by

inks and water. She

thinks the folds

and wrinkles that

result are part of

the beauty of the

finished piece. 

EÅsa has been making what she calls her “Antiques Papers”

from a young age. She soaks different papers with ink, then

crumples them, unfolds them, and leaves them to dry. The

surfaces this process creates are fascinating. These

particular works are made using silk paper, which comes as

a surprise as they look solid and heavy, as though they were

made from clay or plaster. Åsa enjoys this play with form—

the fact that a material is not always what it seems. 

WThese are all

works that Åsa is

experimenting with.

She has taped them

to the wall using

masking tape so she

can study them more

carefully. Åsa is

constantly working

toward finding the

perfect balance

between design,

material, and 

form, drawing

inspiration for her

fashion designs

from nature. 

Åsa Stenerhag
Fashion designer

Location: Stockholm,
Sweden
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Åsa found these stones on a beach. 

The shapes fit together to create a

sculpture-like piece. Åsa likes to

collect things from outdoors and bring

them home. They serve not only as a

reminder of a trip, but also as an

inspiration and a decorative element.

QEverything is

pared back to

create calm in the

bedroom. Fewer

questions, more

block color, dreamy

simplicity.  

Form and Function in Beauty
When things “fit,” it is as if a small piece of magic has been
worked. In Åsa’s home, stones sit perfectly balanced on top of
each other, a pair of car jacks acts as the support for a shelf,
used bottles are turned into vases, and books are piled on top
of each other in perfect balance and with their colors in
harmony. The way these things all work together is beautiful 
in a small yet genius way.

W Åsa bought a pair of jacks at a flea

market near her country house for next 

to nothing. She was drawn to them even

though she didn’t know exactly what she

was going to do with them. On the very

same day that she brought them home, she

found a thick plank in a dumpster. It was

the perfect width and now the jacks and

the plank work together as a shelf in 

the bedroom. Sometimes it seems your

furniture is just meant to be!



   

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

   

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Here at her desk is where 
Åsa experiments with shapes

and forms, colors and
textures. She might start by

examining a collection of
stones, then will echo their
shape, texture, and color in 
a piece of fabric or in the 

cut of a garment. 

Buddhism
resonates with
Åsa since the

Buddhist ideals of
simplicity echo

those of Swedish
Minimalism.
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QThis double

staircase is

Kazuo’s magic

entrance, where 

he surprises his

guests. He loves

to choose

something to wear

from his extensive

costume collection

and then pops out

from the middle of

the staircase

making his magical

Gwashi sign. I

like the way he

props framed

pictures against

the walls, turning

the whole area

into a super

display space.

In this image Kazuo
presents himself
mockingly as a
laughing prince

dressed in sixteenth-
century European

clothes. 

Kazuo loves stripes and decorated the
outside of his house with red-and-white
candy stripes. It stands out like a beacon
on this quiet, suburban Tokyo street. 

Kazuo’s style is greatly inspired by
Western fairytales and Gothic fantasy, 
as well as by Walt Disney, Victoriana, and
by Japan’s other post-war comic artists.
His innovative work is fantastical and
bursting with color.

He would like the generally conforming
Japanese to be more open to self-
expression and individuality, and less
concerned with functionalism, rigidity,
and social hierarchy. There is no doubt
that he uses his art to challenge these
Japanese tendencies to the utmost.  

Kazuo’s candy-

striped house 

was greeted with

dismay by his

neighbors and with

delight by his

fellow artists. 

THERE’S NOPLACE LIKEHOME
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 Fairytale Fancies
“Kazuo Umezu is one of those artistic giants who, along with a
select few others, created the foundation upon which Japan’s
immense manga and anime industry rests,” writes Patrick
Macias, Editor-in-Chief of Otaku USA magazine.

Mention Kazuo Umezu’s name in Japan and squeals of delight
usually follow. He is certainly one of Japan’s favorite
celebrities—and “celebrate” is what Kazuo does. His house 
in Tokyo is like a play house that pays homage to all things
celebratory. In fact, with its rooms decorated with tinsel and
Christmas trees, it is Christmas every day in the house of Umezu.

QKazuo’s hallway features a lot of 

red set against white. Red is often

associated with anger in Japan but red

and white symbolize an auspicious or

happy occasion. Kazuo also likes this

color combination as it makes the red

stand out. Stepping into his hallway is

like stepping into Alice in Wonderland—
the effect is totally unreal.

EKazuo stumbled upon this collection of

red glass at a junk store near his house.

He loves primary colors and when he

collects things he always has them in

mind. The doll is Mika Neichan (The

Sister Mika), a character from his work

The Antics of Makoto Chan. It is one 
of the dolls sold as part of Kazuo’s

official merchandise.

Kazuo Umezu
Author and illustrator of

Japanese horror and
manga; musician and actor.

Location: Tokyo, Japan

RThis wreath was a gift from a guest who

attended Kazuo’s house-warming party. In

addition to featuring Kazuo’s trademark

red and white, the wreath is emblazoned

with the face of his manga character,

Macchome-man. The Chinese character ‘ ’

on his forehead means “celebration.”









Supermarket Sarah is about:

1-Celebrating the personal and the unique
(Showing your heart on your walls)



3.-Low Fi/High Fi/
Online/O!ine



5. !e consumer is a friend



6. Inspiration


